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This here is the is an analysis method and natural sorting algorithm for memory or data. You can do a lot of
things with it, one being finding a causality or several of them. That is set by an event that can take place
on different ”levels” and places.. An even would the be set by the bead in the methodology.
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Introduction
Spring 2016, I meet a U.S NATO Naval Sea Captain together with two former kår mästerister
(DISK KM) after sometime discussing why the bad greeting of most Swedish citizens and me
showing him an Analysis of why Putin would possible want to invade Sweden an order on another
Analysis came to be. This because I had gotten involved in something really ugly here in Sweden.
He asked for a methodology to find possible “rat's” in a system. Here is how it have evolved.
During this time I have been poisoned by pharmaceuticals at several occasion's. I have been put
through security breach and hacked during the time between 2016-2017. The data body is
incomplete that will best be solved by a full debrief of the situation that has unfolded. But it is
sufficient for this analysis.

Problem definition
Early 2016, I started to loose memories at a rapid pace 20 minutes after ingesting food together with
my parent's. As a possibility came to go to Stockholm, where I lived on the streets or at Hostels.
From doing research on the internet I came to the conclusion that the most likely cause of my
retrograde amnesia was poisoning. But since my parents was unaffected by the food they ate, it
opened up for more questioning.
During Spring 2016 U.S NATO Forces visited Stockholm city. As I walked on the street I could
observe a big part of the citizens of Sweden watching RT, Putin propaganda on computers in stores
and behaving really “unpleasant” around any of the U.S personal. As I came to be in a conversation
with the Naval Sea Captain of the ship anchored in the “Slussen” area. We came to question if this
was organized and if that what/who was behind it all.

Methodology
The methodology is choose for this work to collect data is qualitative, the data is collected from
participant observation's between 2007-2017 from my life and from news site's only from 2017. To
analyze I use a combination of systems living system's theory and history gathering. Some data is
picked out from a blog where I have been posting about observations around me. The collected data
get sorted by the Causality searching method to make something visible to take in and understand.
With the causality searching methodology, conclusions can be drawn. The Data body with its blog
post's and news are put in to time order as well as possible. The exact dates for each and every post
is possible to extract from the blog. But the timeline of the summarizing of the data is mostly
between 2016-2017. To get a full picture of why the conclusion the full report with the data body
need to be read then when revisiting the conclusion section the picture gets clear.

Causality searching methodology

Background
I have been working on a way of looking for patterns in a social system with an living system
theory with an analytic approach. During my time at Stockholm I came to be interested in Hans
Rosling's work since teachers keep pointing out I had his way of thinking. Deriving from my studies
in system analytic's and personal interest in how government can supervise citizens with ways of
decoding big data. From doing so I have arrived to this methodology.

Method of analyzing
This is not a verified method of analyzing in science but in many ways it is similar to how police, doctors
and psychologist take in data and make an overall image of social connections and events. I had to develop a
method to make sense of the data I could take in from being put thru and living thru having this these system
around me and what news have reported. I use strings here as a metaphor for a timeline. As you read thru the
text the data/memory will start to fall out in to an whole image that you can make sense of. I am a student of
Dr. Ken Wilber’s work Spiral dynamics that being a map coming from Dr. Don Beck spiral dynamics. To see
a full picture of it all I will go thru perspectives of pre-rational, rational and post rational. The method is like
a trolling net so as things came out not one system but several came to show. This analysis started with me
researching how and why I got poisoned by Monica and targeted on the streets of Stockholm.

Sorting methodology
So, the string is multi functional as a tool. To learn how to have close to perfect recollection, without having
to dig deep in to your mind. Memories are just data or information just as the now. It is what has been
accumulated as information for you to interact with the world more easy. In the mind there is a string
stretched out. One end being the start of the start date of the collected data one end being the end date of the
collected data. On that string you have a bead representing the one who have collected the data. Tied hanging
underneath a series of beads representing group / groups / location / locations, organization / organizations/
city, municipality and so on up to the biggest union you can know of and be a part of and keep track of. Now
there will be gaps in the information and that is okay. But now let all the information / data fall out on the
string and out to the beads.

The memory table
So in the mind there is a table where you can get a 3d image displayed on. Now the beads and string
connects to that 3d image on where you put the beads will represent an event that gets displayed on the 3d
table. The string being time you can move the bead representing you along the string to control what time the
3d image should show. When you leave the table the bead will move back to the place the one end being the
now.

The inner memory mat board game
So in the "mind" there is a table that have a mat being tied and it's getting tied with bead strings. So you
have the bead string, that is just a way to watch your memories. But you also have social connections to
people. People that connect to a big part of your "bead string". So on the "memory mat game board" you can
also see how others social connections as: that dude is her boyfriend, that dude share work place with that
other guy and all the gossip that comes with. Now on the "memory mat" you can see how all these strings tie
together. The beads connect to others strings bead's as well from each and every string, if connected in a
shared interaction or relationship. Now on the table you can "zoom" in on a specific moment in time and
choose a string from another person. From where you can see who he/she is tied on each and every level of
that "bead string". This is if there is information / data from the databody, now information is not perfect
there is lie's and disinformation just to make it more complex. This can also be used to weave plans and to
create alibi.

Data collecting, sorting, summarized for analyzing
When trying to get a picture of an possible incident or emerging pattern of incidents were you might
be looking for a causality for. You need to summarize each Organism's red thread of collected data
separated that for being able to see how well things check out as incidents that have some similarity
comes to accrue on different places on different times repeating and also what could be a source of
misinformation. As data about different organism's can have come to be collected from other
sources then yourself.

Looking for connecting value exchange in
So, one organism can have come to have a possible interest and possible some form of exchange with for
example a group or a group with another group and depending on if there are recurring come to meet at the
same time at location or by device. Then it can be shown to if they just are part of an organization.
From here you are going to have to start to to start to write out meta-stories that are summarized data over a
time showing a clearer image of what type of value interest
the organization or possible group has with other groups an
organizations.

The personal file's
Now organism's have data collected to its being, as in natural
temperament, weight, strength, personality traits as extrovert
or introvert, intelligence, education and such.

Verification of the model and method
To the left we have a picture as a verification of the model
through the millers living system theory. But I want to point
out here that the rope should really be turned upside down in
the picture to better explain how the two methods connect.

Conclusion's
The conclusion section is written in different sections as
time progressed clearer conclusion's came to be made at different moments in time, that is because
the data body comes to show a clearer image as data come's to pour in as I am able to write what
has happened down in to text.

